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Abstract
Content-based image retrieval has been keenly developed in numerous fields. This
provides more active management and retrieval of images than the keyword-based method. So
the content based image retrieval becomes one of the liveliest researches in the past few years.
In a given set of objects, the retrieval of information suggests solutions to search for those in
response to a particular description. The set of objects which can be considered are documents,
images, videos, or sounds.
This paper proposes a method to retrieve a multi-view face from a large face database
according to color and texture attributes. Some of the features used for retrieval are color
attributes such as the mean, the variance, and the color image's bitmap.
In addition, the energy, and the entropy which based on the gray level values in an
image is too considered as the features.
In addition to statistical approaches, models of artificial intelligence produce a
desirable methodology that enhances performance in information retrieval systems, and the
genetic algorithm depicts one of them. The GA is preferred for its power and because it can
be used without any specific information of the domain.
The experimental results conclude that using GA gives a good performance and it
decreases the average search time to (60.15 milliseconds) compared with (722.25milliseconds)
for traditional search.
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Introduction
Contemporary multimedia technology leads to the increasing needs of image and video
applications in education, entertainment, remote sensing, medicine, and security [29].
As the technology improves, the use of internet and new progressive digital image sensor
technologies increase and a very large database of image are being created by scientific,
industrial, medical and educational presentations. There is a great need to professionally
retrieve and store image data to perform assigned tasks and to produce a result. Hence, the
development of an appropriate tool for image retrieving from huge image gathering is a
challenge task.
The two different kinds of approaches generally adopted in image retrieval are: text and
content based. In the text-based system, the images are manually marked by text descriptors
and then they are used by a database management system for accomplishing image retrieval.
Though, the use of keywords has two limitations to accomplish image retrieval: the
enormous labor necessary in manual image footnote and the description task of the content of
image is extremely subjective. On the other hand, the viewpoint of textual descriptions
specified by an annotator differs from the viewpoint of a user. That is, there are conflicts
between user textual queries and image annotations. To reduce the problem of incompatibility,
the image retrieval is performed depending on the contents of the image. This strategy is the
referred to as Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) [20].
The principal target of CBIR system is to gather relevant descriptions of visible attributes
of images to simplify effective and valuable retrieval [1, 12].
Face retrieval technology is needed for searching the certain people in the surveillance
video automatically. The goal of face retrieval is to retrieve the face images of certain people
given a query face image. Such work could be used in various applications of different areas,
such as in the security field, searching a criminal from the surveillance video. Face retrieval is
performed based on feature representation extracted from images [27].
Feature extraction of faces plays an important role in security access control systems, law
enforcement forensic investigation, and low bit video coding.
The color features of a color image used here are: the mean, variance, and energy
values. While as the texture feature the entropy depending on the gray level values is used.
The typical task of searching for the features is mathematically expensive, and hence genetic
algorithm (GA) is used as a search algorithm. GA has several advantages that make it more
convenient than traditional search algorithms [29].
In the present paper, a system is suggested that uses the genetic algorithm (GA) to
deduce which images in the databases would be most significant to the user.

The Proposed System
The flowchart of the general steps of this system is shown in Figure (1). The details
description of its steps are presented in the following sections:

Color Space
Color images can be represented by using three primaries of a color space [30]. Since
the RGB space does not correspond to the perceiving colors by the human and does not
isolate the component of luminance from the chrominance components [5]. The YUV color
space is used in the proposed system to represent the face images. The YUV color space can
be considered to be similar to human eye’s retina, while the main channel – luminance
(denoted as Y channel) or "luma" describes the intensity of light. In the YUV color space, two
additional channels – chrominance components called "U" and "V" – carry the color
information. There are many formulas to convert from RGB to YUV [18].The equations that
are used in the proposed system are as follows:
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………... (1)

Wavelet Transform
The aim of the transform is the changing the representation of a signal or a function by
using of a mathematical operation[17].
The wavelet transformation can be considered as the most effective transform which
deals with image, sound, or any other pattern because it yields a robust representation of timespace (time-frequency) [8].
The wavelet transform comes in two different forms, the first form is the continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) which is leading to a continuous input signal, the time and scale
parameters can be continuous, and the second form is the discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
which can be defined for discrete-time signals[23, 19]. The DWT is adopted in this paper.
The two-dimensional wavelet transform can be accomplished via sequentially employing
one-dimensional wavelet transform to rows and columns of the two-dimensional data. In the
figure (2), L indicates low-pass filtering (LPF) and H indicates high-pass filtering (HPF). In
the final stage of decomposition for an image of size NxN -where N is a power of two- we
have four sub-band images, each of N/2×N/2 resolution: the scaling component, LL,
containing global low-pass information, and three wavelet components, LH, HL, and HH
corresponding respectively to the vertical, horizontal and diagonal details [7]. The data in
subband "LH" was obtained from high pass filtering of the rows and then by low pass filtering
of the columns [8].
A particular set of wavelets is specified by a particular set of numbers, called wavelet
filter coefficients. The most localized embers often used are Haar coefficients. For easy
notation we will use the notation h(0) and h(1) for Haar coefficients [15].
In the 2-D Haar bases wavelet, the matrix form will be as

…… (2)

In our experimentations, we have selected two levels of decomposition according to
the size of the face images. There is no need to perform a deeper decomposition, because the
size of images, after the second level, becomes too small and no more beneficial information
is acquired [9].
At the second level of decomposition, one image of approximation (low-resolution
image) and 6 images of details are obtained as shown in figure (2)(b). Therefore, the face
image is described by 7 wavelet coefficient sub-bands (matrices), that represent rather a
massive amount of information (equal to the size of the input image). Figure (3) shows an
example of tow-level wavelet decomposition of a face image.
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Features Vector Extraction
Powerful feature extraction of image, frequently considered as a serious module in
multimedia information processing, is not suitably paid attention. For effectively retrieving a
related image in a huge database, some keywords should be used to describe the image or
automatically extracted perceivable features from it. Though, a description of images by
keywords will not be reasonable when the image database is huge. This not only demands
valuable labour, but also there is a limited number of keywords exists to efficiently represent
the image contents. Developing an algorithm for extracting image feature efficiently and
effectively can profit majorly to emerging imagery applications like medical diagnosis,
biometric, and geographical information system [29].
One of the essential problems in image databases querying by resemblance is how to
choose related image descriptors and relative resemblance degrees [4].
The process of feature extraction is responsible for making up a feature vector that is well
enough to depict the face image. The feature vector is generated using the Haar wavelet of
color histograms.

Classification
It is common that, as the complication of a classifier increases quickly with the
number of dimensions of the pattern space, it is essential to make decisions only on the most
important, known as discriminatory information, which is carried by the extracted features. So,
we are encounter the need of dimensionality reduction. Each matrix of the seven wavelet
coefficients contains information concerning the texture of the face. An effective technique of
reducing dimensionality and distinguishing textural information is to calculate a group of
measures [9].
Thus, four statistical measures are extracted from each sub-band. These measures are used
to describe a color and a texture of an image and some of them are histogram statistical-based
features. We will present how to calculate these measures and what is the meaning of these
measures. The measures that are used in the algorithm are:
Mean
It is a measure of the average, thus it states something concerning the universal image
brightness. A dark image has a low mean, while a bright image has a high mean.
The total number of intensity levels is referred to as L thus, the gray levels vary from 0 to
L − 1. For example, L = 256 and varies from 0 to 255 for image data of typical 8-bit. The
value of mean can be specified as follows [25]:
μ

1

………….. 3

Where:
N and M: are the dimensions of an image.
Cij :is a wavelet coefficient.
Variance
Is a measure of average contrast[25]. The variance σ2 measures the spread of a
distribution, defined as the mean quadratic deviation of the variation from its mean value [2].
The variance gives a measure of average contrast in that region[11] .
The variance value can be calculated from the following equation:
σ

1

μ

……………. 4
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Where:
μ : is the mean value,
N and M: are the dimensions of an image.

Energy
Energy is a measure of uniformity [14], homogeneity, or smoothness, by calculating
the distribution among the gray levels. It is the total square of detailed coefficients of wavelet
transform [16].
The energy of wavelet coefficient is changing across distinct degrees depending upon the
input signals. The energy of wavelet coefficients[6] c(t) can be calculated from the following
equation:
…………… 5
Where:
N and M: are the dimensions of an image.
P(Cij ) is a probability of a wavelet coefficient.

Entropy
Entropy records texture information in an image. It indicates a degree of complexity of
images. Higher entropy reflects complex textures [5].
When elements in the matrix are equal, the entropy is maximum while if all elements
are different it is equal to 0 [14]. Entropy denotes the amount of information that kept in
perceived signal. The use of entropy gives particular features of the signal and decreases the
feature vector size [6]. The entropy can be defined as follows:
∗

………… 6

Where:
P(Cij): is the probability of the wavelet coefficient (Cij).

Similarity Measures and Distance
The feature vector is designed to describe the face image and classify it. We need
techniques to compare two feature vectors in order to implement the classiﬁcation. The
essential techniques are to either evaluate the similarity, or the difference between the two.
Two vectors which are almost associated will have a high similarity and a little difference.
The measure of a distance in the feature space with n-dimensional can be used as the
difference ; the lower the distance between two vectors, the smaller the similarity.
The most conventional metric of evaluating the distance between two vectors is
Euclidean distance, and is calculated by the square root of the total of squares of the
differences between vector components. The Euclidean distance between two vectors X and Y,
each has n components, is calculated as:
,

……… 7

Another distance metric, referred to as the city block or absolute value metric, is given by:
∑ |
| …………(8)
,
This metric gives similar results, and it is computationally faster than the Euclidean distance.
The city block or absolute value metric is used in the proposed system [25].
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Hence, the distance measure between images (a query face image and a face image in the
images database ) is defined as
,

∑

|

| ………………… (9)

Where:
Qf is the query face image,
Df is an image in the images database,
Qfi is the feature number (i) in the query face image, and
Dfi is the feature number (i) in the image in the database.
The proposed algorithm is given as follows:

Algorithm
Input: Query Face Image
Output: Retrieved Face Images.
Step 1: Change Image Color Space To YUV.
Step 2: Apply a Wavelet Transformation.
Step 3: Extract The Transformed Image Features.
Step 4: Apply The Genetic Algorithm to find the Best Matched Face:
i- Selection: Select two chromosomes randomly according to their fitness.
ii- Crossover: Apply crossover operator on the selected chromosomes.
iii- Mutation: Mutate a randomly selected chromosome.
iv- Stopping Criteria: Checking for goal found or maximum generation reached.
Step 5: Evaluate the Resulted Faces.
Step 6: End.

System Implementation
The experiments are performed on a Pentium 4 computer with CPU of 2.40 GHz and 4.0
GB RAM.
Some of images have been chosen as query examples and the original image database is used
as test examples for verifying of the retrieval performance. The following sections give
several aspects of the system implementation:

The database
In order to verify the robustness of our algorithm against aspects resulting from
lighting conditions, pose change, and partial occlusion, the experiments are performed on test
images chosen from UPC Face Database [26]. The images database comprises a set of 44
persons with 21 pictures for each person corresponding to various views of pose
(0º, ±30º, ±45º,and ±60º) controlled by three lighting conditions (regular or environment light,
bright light source from 45º angle, and a closely frontal mid-bright light source). The images
resolution is 240X320 with BMP format. Five training models with five different conditions
are shown in Figure (4).

GA Parameters
Representation of Solution
For a given problem In order to apply GA to, it should be a decision for finding a suitable
genotype needed by the problem, i.e., the representation of a chromosome. In the proposed
system, a chromosome denotes an index to an image in the image features database.

Initial population
At the start of the process of GA, an initialization of a population of possible solutions are
involved. Typically, the initialization procedure is application-dependent; the random
generation of binary strings is adopted as initial candidate faces.
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Fitness function
To measure the value of the chromosomes in a population, the fitness function is utilized.
Hence, in our approach, the quality of a chromosome C related to the query image Qf is
defined as:
Fitness ( Qf , C ) = dCB ( Qf , C ) ………(9)
Where:
dCB ( Qf , C ) is the distance measure between images as given in Eq.(8).

Genetic operators
Selection: the tournament selection method is adopted in this system [3] because of the
complexity of the its time is low. It can speed up the process of evolution because it does not
involve an overall fitness comparison for every individuals in the population.
Crossover : the one-point crossover [31] is used in the proposed system. In order to generate
quality preserving off-springs, it is swapped portions of two chromosomes selected according
to their fitness.
Mutation: In order to increase the variation of the population, the mutation operator is used to
create a new chromosome [20]. In mutation, randomly selected position in a chromosome is
inverted.

Performance Evaluation
Experiments are run ten to twenty-two times, and the average results are reported. The
performance of the adopted face retrieval algorithm is evaluated using two important
performance evaluation methods: Retrieval Precision (RP), Recall Rate (RR), and Average
Retrieval Time (ART).

Retrieval Precision
Retrieval Precision (RP) is defined as the ratio of number of relevant images retrieved (Nr) to
the number of total retrieved images (NC) [5] as shown in Equation (10).
……….(10)
RP = Nr / NC

Recall Rate
Recall Rate (RP) is defined as the ratio of number of relevant images retrieved (Nr) to the
total number of relevant images (Ndb) as shown in Equation (11).
RR = Nr / Ndb
……….(11)

Experimental Results
We have run several experiments of the program with different genetic parameters as
shown in Table (1). So, Table (2) shows the performance evaluation metrics for different
experiments of the system implementation.
The experimental results prove that the maximum Average Retrieval Time (ART) throughout
all the experiments is much less than the Average Retrieval Time taken by the system when
executed without using Genetic Algorithm. The Average Retrieval Time without using
Genetic Algorithm is (722.25 milliseconds) which is computed throughout (20) system run.
However, by referring to retrieval times given in Table (2) it has shown that shows that using
GA decreases the average retrieval time to (60.15 milliseconds). An example of a query
image given to the system together with the retrieved images is shown in Figure (5). Also, the
results prove that the Retrieval based on GA gives good precision and recall rate.

Conclusions
In this system, a Content Based image Retrieval (CBIR) is presented which is new approach
based on using with the support of genetic algorithm (GA). The face image is represented
using YUV color space and is transformed by two-level wavelet transformation.
A feature extraction algorithm is used to extract color and texture features based on histogram
statistical-based features such as mean, variance, energy, and entropy.
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the similarity metric used in this system is the city block or absolute value metric which is
faster than Euclidean distance.
GA which is a hopeful heuristic approach for determining near-optimal solutions in large
search spaces is adopted to find the best match face image to the query face image. The
genetic chromosome is represented by a string of binary numbers that represents an index to
the image database. several experiments have been run on the system. these experiments are
executed with different genetic parameters.
From the experimental results it can be concluded that the application of GA in information
retrieval can be successful, and the GA gives a better performance compared with traditional
image search. From the results of the simulation, it can be demonstrated that the features of
faces are extracted effectively. GA was capable of searching successfully and decreasing
calculative complication, and consequently decrease the time of search. The results show, also,
that the adopted method is relatively strong to various facial constraints.
On the other hand, three evaluation metrics are used to measure the retrieval performance and
calculative complication of the system: Retrieval Precision (RP), Recall Rate (RR), and
Average Retrieval Time (ART).
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Table 1: GA Parameters Used in the Experiments
Pop.
Max
Experiment No.
Pc
Pm
Size
Gen.
1
20
50
0.8
0.1
2
50
20
0.7
0.05
3
10
50
0.8
0.05
4
40
20
0.8
0.05

Experiment No.
1
2
3
4

Table(2): Performance Evaluation Metrics
Average
Average of
RP
RR
Retrieval Time
Convergence Gen
(%)
(%)
( in millisecond) No.
90
60
48.43866
8
79
70
53.57429286
5
47
44
81.27985333
32
81
94
43.90100476
5

Figure (1): The Proposed System Flowchart
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(b)

Figure (2) : Wavelet Decomposition: (a) One-Level (b) Two-Level

Figure (3) : An Example of Two-Level Wavelet Decomposition of a Face Image.

Figure (4): A single person examples from the UPC data base reflecting five face cases.
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Query Image
Figure (5) : An Example of a query image and retrieved images

Retrieved Images

Figure(5):An Exampleof a query image and retriveved images
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Ibn Al-Haitham J. for Pure & Appl. Sci.

ﺍﺳﺘﺮﺟﺎﻉ ﺍﻟﻮﺟﻮﻩ ﺍﻋﺘﻤﺎﺩﺍ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﺨﻮﺍﺭﺯﻣﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺠﻴﻨﻴﺔ
ﺑﺎﺳﺘﻌﻤﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﺨﺼﺎﺋﺺ ﺍﻻﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴﺔ
ﻭﺍﺛﻖ ﻧﺠﺎﺡ ﻋﺒﺪﷲ
ﻳﺴﺮﻯ ﺣﺴﻴﻦ ﻋﻠﻲ
ﻗﺴﻢ ﻋﻠﻮﻡ ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺳﺒﺎﺕ/ﺍﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﻴﺔ
ﺍﺳﺘﻠﻢ ﻓﻲ/10 :ﺍﻳﻠﻮﻝ ،2015/ﻗﺒﻞ ﻓﻲ /15 :ﻛﺎﻧﻮﻥ ﺍﻻﻭﻝ 2015/

ﺍﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ
ﺍﺳﺘﻌﻤﻠﺖ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﺳﺘﺮﺟﺎﻉ ﺍﻟﺼﻮﺭ ﺍﻋﺘﻤﺎﺩﺍ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺤﺘﻮﺍﻫﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻌﺪﻳﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﻤﺠﺎﻻﺕ ﺍﺫ ﺍﻧﻬﺎ ﻭﻓﺮﺕ ﺍﺩﺍﺭﺓ ﺍﻛﺜﺮ ﻓﻌﺎﻟﻴﺔ
ﻓﻲ ﺍﺳﺘﺮﺟﺎﻉ ﺍﻟﺼﻮﺭ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﻄﺮﺍﺋﻖ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﺮﺟﺎﻉ ﺍﻋﺘﻤﺎﺩﺍ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﻜﻠﻤﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﻔﺘﺎﺣﻴﺔ .ﻟﺬﻟﻚ ﺍﺻﺒﺤﺖ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺍﺳﺘﺮﺟﺎﻉ
ﺍﻟﺼﻮﺭ ﺑﻨﺎ ًء ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺤﺘﻮﻯ ﺍﻟﺼﻮﺭ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻛﺜﺮ ﺍﻻﺑﺤﺎﺙ ﺣﻴﻮﻳﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻨﻮﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﻘﻠﻴﻠﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﺿﻴﺔ.
ﺗﻘﺘﺮﺡ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﺳﺘﺮﺟﺎﻉ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎﺕ ﺣﻠﻮﻻ ﻟﻠﺒﺤﺚ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﻜﺎﺋﻨﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻌﻜﺲ ﻭﺻﻔﺎ ﻣﻌﻴﻨﺎ .ﻓﻲ ﻛﺜﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻻﺣﻴﺎﻥ
ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﻜﺎﺋﻨﺎﺕ ﻫﻲ ﻭﺛﺎﺋﻖ ،ﻭﻟﻜﻦ ﻓﻲ ﺍﺣﻴﺎﻥ ﺍﺧﺮﻯ ﻗﺪ ﺗﻜﻮﻥ ﺻﻮﺭﺍ ﺍﻭ ﻣﻠﻔﺎﺕ ﺻﻮﺗﻴﺔ ﺍﻭ ﻣﻠﻔﺎﺕ ﻓﺪﻳﻮ.
ﻳﻘﺘﺮﺡ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﻁﺮﻳﻘﺔ ﺍﺳﺘﺮﺟﺎﻉ ﺻﻮﺭ ﻭﺟﻮﻩ -ﺑﺰﻭﺍﻳﺎ ﺩﻭﺭﺍﻥ ﻣﺘﻌﺪﺩﺓ -ﻣﻦ ﻗﺎﻋﺪﺓ ﺑﻴﺎﻧﺎﺕ ﻛﺒﻴﺮﺓ ﺗﺤﻮﻱ ﺻﻮﺭﺍ ﻟﻮﺟﻮﻩ
ﺑﺎﻻﻋﺘﻤﺎﺩ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﺼﻔﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻠﻮﻧﻴﺔ ﻭﺻﻔﺎﺕ ﻧﺴﻴﺞ ﺍﻟﻮﺟﻪ.
ﺍﻟﺼﻔﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻠﻮﻧﻴﺔ ﻣﺜﻞ  :ﺍﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻂ ﺍﻟﺤﺴﺎﺑﻲ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺒﺎﻳﻦ ﻭﺍﻟﺼﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﻘﻄﻴﺔ ﻫﻲ ﺍﻟﺼﻔﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﻌﻤﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﺳﺘﺮﺟﺎﻉ ﺍﻟﺼﻮﺭ ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻮﻧﺔ.
ﻓﻀﻼ ﻋﻦ ﻓﺎﻥ ﺣﺴﺎﺏ ﻁﺎﻗﺔ ﺍﻟﺼﻮﺭﺓ ﻭﻛﻤﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎﺕ ﻓﻴﻬﺎ ﺍﺳﺘﻨﺎﺩﺍ ﺍﻟﻰ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﻮﻳﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺮﻣﺎﺩﻳﺔ ﺍﺳﺘﻌﻤﻠﺖ ﺍﻳﻀﺎ ﺿﻤﻦ ﺍﻟﺼﻔﺎﺕ
ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﻌﻤﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﺮﺟﺎﻉ.
ﺍﻟﻰ ﺟﺎﻧﺐ ﺍﻟﻄﺮﻕ ﺍﻻﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴﺔ ،ﻧﻤﺎﺫﺝ ﺍﻟﺬﻛﺎء ﺍﻻﺻﻄﻨﺎﻋﻲ ﺗﻤﺜﻞ ﻧﻤﻮﺫﺟﺎ ﺟﻴﺪﺍ ﻟﺘﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﺍﻷﺩﺍء ﻓﻲ ﺃﻧﻈﻤﺔ ﺍﻷﺷﻌﺔ ﺗﺤﺖ ﺍﻟﺤﻤﺮﺍء،
ﻭﺍﻟﺨﻮﺍﺭﺯﻣﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺠﻴﻨﻴﺔ ﺗﻤﺜﻞ ﻭﺍﺣﺪﺓ ﻣﻦ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﻨﻤﺎﺫﺝ .ﺗﻢ ﺍﺧﺘﻴﺎﺭ ﺍﻟﺨﻮﺍﺭﺯﻣﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺠﻴﻨﻴﺔ ﻭﺫﻟﻚ ﻟﻘﻮﺗﻬﺎ ﻭﻻﻧﻪ ﻳﻤﻜﻦ ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻘﻬﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ
ﺍﻟﻤﺸﻜﻠﺔ ﺩﻭﻥ ﺍﻳﺔ ﻣﻌﺮﻓﺔ ﺧﺎﺻﺔ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺠﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻤﺸﻜﻠﺔ.
ﺧﻠﺼﺖ ﺍﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﺍﻟﺘﺠﺮﻳﺒﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻰ ﺍﻥ ﺍﺳﺘﻌﻤﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﺨﻮﺍﺭﺯﻣﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺠﻴﻨﻴﺔ ﻳﻌﻄﻲ ﺃﺩﺍ ًء ﺟﻴﺪﺍ ﻭﻳﻘﻠﻞ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ ﻭﻗﺖ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﺮﺟﺎﻉ ﺍﻟﻰ
) 60,15ﻣﻠﻲ ﺛﺎﻧﻴﺔ( ﻣﻘﺎﺭﻧﺔ ﺑـ ) 722,25ﻣﻠﻲ ﺛﺎﻧﻴﺔ( ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ ﺍﻟﺬﻱ ﻳﺴﺘﻐﺮﻗﻪ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﻠﻴﺪﻱ.
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